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n late March, several hundred people crowded around the el-

ephant exhibit at the Louisvill e Zoo to watch Scotry the African

elephant celebrate his second birthday. The youngster marched

around the yard while the zoo Ioudspeaker blared an endless

loop of "Baby Elephant W'alk." On command he sat upright and raised

a chubby leg he stood on a small table in time-honored circus fashion

and posed; he lay down and got back up again. Then he followed nvo

adult elephants to his birthday "cake" of straw and vegetables and oc-

casionally dashed beneath his momt trunk to grab a morsel and run
away. Meanwhile, the two bigger elephants tore the cake to bits and

grabbed most ofthe good stuff

Little boosts a zoot gate receipts like a new baby, especially among the
"charismatic megafauna," the big animals people love to see. Elephants

are as mega as they come, and Scotty is nothing if not charismatic. But

these days, the birth of an elephant is about more than annual

attendance figures, or even the desire by zoos like Louisvillet to

increase the number of homegrown animals so visitors can aP-

preciate their wild counterparts. Instead, elephants are emerging as the

newest symbol in the ethical battle over animal captiviry. As in other

fights over keeping wide-roaming species such as polar bears captive, or

caging our closest relatives, the great apes, the argument is emotional

and difficult. It asl<s whether any zoo, even the very best with the most

dedicated staff, is capable of raising and providing a proper environ-

ment for Scotty and elephants like him. It points to mistakes in the past

and problems in the present.

It can make a guy like Dave Campbell, the Louisville Zoot elephant-

area supervisor, seem like he's operating in the eye ofa hurricane. Lured

into elephant training when he saw the zoot onetime keeper, Robert
"Smokey''Jones, letting an elephant go for a swim, Campbell has de-

voced his life to the animals. \X4ren Mikki, Scotrys 23-year-old mothet
was ready to give birth in 2007 , he spent months living in the elephant

barn to make sure everlthing went perfectly. These days, his teenage

daughter, Mallory, will call him and ask, "Howt my little brother?"

E2 about day 600 of Mibkii long pregnancy, Campbell threw a mat-

tress in the corner of the elephant barn. At least theoretically, Mikki could

haue giuen birth any day then. Campbell wasnl going to leaae her alone to

tort thit out by herself, If she'd euer seen a baby elepbant before, it u.,as when

she uas a baby herself in Zimbabwe. Now she was hauing one. Instinctual

maternal behauior does not alway take ouer at moments lihe these. It's not

unheard offor zoo animals to reject and euen attack their neu.,borns. Mikbi
is a good elephant, Campbell says. Shets companionabh with Punch, the

39-year-old Asian elEhant she liues with. But this was new territory for
eue,yone. So Campbell spent his euenings tidying up, baby-proofng the barn

and uatching reruns of "Mamai Family" on tbe singh teleuision station he

On his second birthday, Scotty shows
his human admirers a trick or two.

could pick up. He uanted to keep eaerything clean, just in case the infant
surprised bim and Dr Roy Burns, the noi chief ueterinarian. Elephants

produce about 200 pounds offeces a day. h kept Campbell bury.

*g'"$EEC* attack almost every aspect of zoo elephant keeping, con-

demning animal-training methods, postage-stamP-size exhibits, ill
health, short lives and high infant mortality. "Zoos nationwide are fail-

ing to provide an environment that meets the needs of elephants 
- 

rhe

physical needs, the medical needs, the emotional needs," says Susan Roy

of the California-based organization In Defense of Animals. In the last

10 years, nearly a dozen ciry zoos have either gotten out ofthe elephant

business or announced they will when their animals die, including De-

troit, Chicago, Philadelphia and San Francisco. -W{hile most facilities

deny they are bowing to activist pressure, the heat can be intense. In
Defense ofAnimals publishes a list annually of the "Ten -Worst Zoos for

Elephants." Last year it listed Houston, San Antonio and Los Angeles

as l, 2 and 3, respectively. Then the organizadon joined a star-studded

battle to stop the Los Angeles Zoo ftom upgrading its elephant faciliry.

Protestors who said the zoo's lone elephant belonged in a sanctuary, not

a zoo, included celebrities Bob Barker, LilyTomlin and Cher. Onetime

Guns N' Roses guitarist Slash favored expansion. Slash won. The L.A.

Ciry Council approved the expanded elephant exhibit in January.
The Louisville Zoo intends to continue its commitment to elephants

too, director John 
'Walscak says. "'We'd like to build a new faciliry by

the time Scotry is 15, 16 years old." Eventually, Scotry will be 11 feet

tall, too big to go through the lO-foot doors at the elephant barn' By

that time also, he'll have to be separated from Mikki and Punch, which

will make giving all the elephants adequate time outdoors more com-
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lt plicated in the one-acre elephant exhibit. A bigger, stronger elephant

also requires a bigger, stronger enclosure. Once Scotty reaches sexual

maturiry there will be an additional behavioral challenge, the elephant

version of rut (sexual excitement) called musth, which occurs at first
intermittently and eventually once a year. During musth, elephants are

notoriously single-minded and aggressive. Testosterone levels may be 60

times higher than they are the remainder of the year. Arry new elephant

exhibit would be built to deal with all those factors.

Plans like those in Louiwille, and L.A.t stance in the face of vocal

opposition, is why zoo elephant expert Mike Keele, deputy director of
the Oregon Zoo in Portland, says he se€s not a retreat from elephants,

but a growing commitment to elephants by zoos. Keele leads two advi-

sory groups on elephant issues in the national Association of Zoos and

Aquariums (AZA). "People say zoos are getting out of elephants, but
that's not the trend I see," he says. "'Weie getting better about defin-

ing what it takes to provide optimal care." Zoos leaving the field have

simply faced facts about the level of commitment necessary to house el-

ephants, he says. In the meantime, a few zoos, including Portland's, are

going one better than creating a new exhibit. That city recently passed

a bond issue to allow it to buy a couple hundred acres off zoo grounds

for the care ofelephants.

In the last 10 years, nearly a
dozen city zoos have either
gotten out of the elephant
business or announced they
will when their animals die.

"That would be an improvement," acknowledges In Defense of Ani-
mals' Roy. "Elephants are free-ranging animals in the wild. They walk
rens of miles a day. Their bodies evolved to walk long distances," she

says. tVhen zoo exhibits are small, elephants suffer from a variety of ail-

ments, the most prevalent being arthritis and foot disease. "It probably

also contributes to the reproductive problems that elephants suffer," she

says. Louiwille Zoo staff say they're ahead of the game . Their elephants

have never had foot problems, keepers say. And now they have a proven

breeder in Mikki.

Dli Oronl, Schmix, a ueterinarian and professor of agriculture at Mis-
souri State [Iniaersity, has midwifed the births of nearly 50 elephants and

aidtd in the conception ofabout half of those calues with an artifcial-insem-

ination technique he perfected. In 2005, Mikki was one of the elephants so

inseminated. A /nng tube was inserted into her uagina and up tltreefeet or so

to about the leuel of her tail, where it made a 9}-dzgree tum. 7he uetfed an

end.oscope tbrough the tube, which allowed him to see what he was aiming

for: the center of three holes in the hymen, each the width of a pencil. (Un-

like most mammals, the elephant ltymen doesnT ruPttffe until child.birth.)

Through that entryr Schmitt dzliaered a cocktail of sperm from at least two

bull elephants. Throughout Mikki's Pregnancy, zoo staf dreu., her blood

to test for the hormone that sustains pregnanry, Progesterone. Somewhere

around dqt 625, Campbell noted Mikhi's teats suelling. At about the same

time, her progesterone plummeted. Zoo ueterinarian Burns bnew it wouldn|
be long then. tX/hile keEers kept the expectant mother calm, Burns greased

his arm and reached into the animali rectum uP to bis shoulder to palpate

the utents. He could feel the shape of the growing infant. Ubrasounds of
Mihkii belly in recent weeks had caught the calf as itflnated by. Now the

baby would moue into position for its hng slid.e to earth, where he uould
emerge between Mihkii bacb legs. \Yhen it looked lihe the calf's birth was

imminent, Schmittfleu to Louisuille to help with the deliaery.

SCOtty holds his trunk high above him and opens his mouth in a

smile to greet Campbell. The elephant is waiting for his jellybean. \Vhen

Scotry was still tiny 
- 

tiny for an elephant; he was 285 pounds at binh
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Campbell lined up a row of goodies and let the infant choose a fa-

vorite. Jelly beans won. The candy is the youngsterk pay for doing what

the keepers ask. Campbell touches Scottyt foot with a pointer called a

bullhook, or ankus, and Scotry lifts it for inspection and gobbles another

jellybean. Campbell gives Scotty another jellybean and the five-foot-tall

elephant with nvo-inch-long eyelashes stays put while suangers pet him.

A few feet away, Mikki and Punch have a snack. About half of all North
American zoos dont allow keepers to go into the yard with elephants the

way Campbell and the other three Louiwille keepers do. This hands-on

approach is called "free contact," but many believe itt too dangerous for
keepers and bad news for animals. Between 1990 and 2006, elephants

in the United States killed a dozen people: six keepers at zoos, frve cir-

cus trainers and one employee of an elephant sanctuary in Tennessee. All
worked elephants without physical barriers. (In 1993, when the Louisville

Zoo still gave elephant rides, an elephant named Kenya injured a zoo-goer

and the rides were never ofFered again.)

Free contact is dangerous for animals too, some groups maintain.
"Theret no excuse for continuing free contact," says Roy. "Free contact

management is based on a system of physical punishment." The fash-
point for the debate is the bullhook 

- 
fi6 i115111111ent Campbell used

to touch Scottyk foot. "It would not be safe to be around the elephant

if that bullhook didnt mean anything to the elephant. That bullhook
is a symbol of pain," Roy says. "The only way to be a symbol is if the

elephant would have been beaten with it."
Zoo director'W'alczak rejects both the concern and the implication:

"The ankus is a tool; it's an instrument," he says. "Our staff uses the

ankus verywell and they use it correctly. Itt a tool and it's been around

a thousand years, like a pen or a scalpel."

Search the Internet for images of bullhooks, and among them you ll
see many sharp-edged instruments with curving hooks like small scythes.

But the modern bullhook, like the ones used at the Louisville Zoo,has a

short tapered metal hook with a point at the top "sharpened but not to
an extreme," according to the zoot elephant husbandry manual. "Both

(the hook and the point) should be sharp enough to guarantee their

effectiveness, but not so sharp as to easily inflict injury to an elephant,"

the manual says. The American Veterinary Medical Association notes,

"The guide extends a handlert reach so s/he may touch, push or pull

various parts ofthe elephants body."
"Using a bullhook is son of like using a collar and leash with a dog,"

Campbell says. It "doesnt hurt the animals. It is a guide, and that is how

we use it." He says free contact is best for the elephant. He tells the story of
two zoos where elephants contracted salmonella, a common bacterial ill-
ness spread in bird droppings. One zoo used protected contact, and keep-

ers never went in with their elephants. "The place that had free contact,

they went in, chained the elephant up, and stood there day and night with
her, with IVs in both back legs and both ears, and that elephant to this day

is alive," Campbell says. "The other elephant died out in the yard because

it felt like hell and it wouldnt come back in (the barn), and nothing they

could do could motivate her to come back in."
Keele of the Oregon Zoo says that there are situadons in free contact

where an elephant could be hit. "You would only whack an elephant if
it tries to kick you, or for aggressive behavior," he sap. "Itk not able to

hurt them. It's more just starding them." Louisville guidelines say keepers

must use the handle 
- 

not the hooked end 
- 

of an ankus if discipline is

administered. But there's no question that some zoos have had problems

with elephant handling involving clear misuse ofthe bullhook. The Oregon

Zoohadan incident of abuse in 2000. The female elephant, Rose-Tir, had

176 cuts and gashes from a bullhook beating. The zoo fired the responsible

keeper immediately and paid a $ 10,000 fine. In the 1 990s, a video sufaced

showing trainers beating elephants at the MilwaukeeCotntyZno.In 1998,

employees of Dickerson Patk Zno in Springfield, Mo., beat an elephant

with bullhooks and pieces of wood. The zoo paid a $5,000 fine for violat-

ing the Animal Welfare Act. The El Paso Zoo had two incidents of cruel

elephant abuse, one in 1998 and a second in 2006.

The incidents were "a red fag to the AZA communiry" Keele says.

"\7eve done an auful lot of introspection." The problems led the AZA
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lI to codif,/ principles of elephant management and institute mandatory

elephant-keeper training.

Mtkki remained calm while all around her buz-zed. When her calf
started to make the sharp turn fom the uter to the birth canal, obseraers

could. see the bulge of his aduance bebw Mikhi:s reuum. Mihhi went into

labor Then she stopped. "Horses and ebphants, they can rurn it off Thqt can

go, 'Oh, a lion. I better not haue the baby here. \Ve'll walk another mi/c or tu)o

and then haue it," Campbell says. Tlte follnwing night, tome of the ebphant

dcliuery contingent head.ed out to a restaurant to giae Mikki some quiet. IVith-

out an aul.ience, Mihki went back inn labon The team returned to the zao,

and around 9 p.m. on March 18, 2007, the baby elzphant slid to the earth,

rear feet frst. \Yhen an inspection assured tbem this newborn was healtlry,

the keepers used ropes Like a hammock and helped it stand on its wobbly hgl
Before too long Campbell says, it "started to run around and act lihe a nut."

In zooo, Deborah Olson, executive director of the International Ele-

phant Foundation, and Robert \7iese, a population biologist and director

of collections at the San Diego Zoo and \l/ild Animal Park, published a

paper in the journal Zoo Biolng entitled "State of the North American

African Elephant Populadon and Projects for the Future." It was a de-

pressing report. It detailed what the authors termed the "dismal" failure

ofcaptive African elephant reproduction. The authors explained that for

the necessiry ofmoving elephants from place to place to create breeding

opportunities. But the sperm for insemination arent dependably motile
and dont survive freezing. Obtained not in an ejaculate, but by massag-

ing the organs where sperm and seminal fuid are stored, the ampulla

and the prostate, these sperm dont swim. Thatt why, when Schmitt

performs artificial insemination, he'll frequently combine the sperm of a

couple of bulls to improve the odds. Scottywas the result of such a cock-

tail. After his birth, DNA tests revealed the winning sperm belonged to

Jack, a male at the Pittsburgh Zoo with a strong track record. He's sired

10 babies, eight ofwhom have survived.

But if the problems with male elephants were solved tomorrow re-

production would still lag. Based on wild populations, Olson and \7iese

estimated that captive females could reproduce until age 35.'!7ith that
baseline, they reported, more than half of African elephant females in
zoos would pass their reproductive age 6y 2025. They we re too optimis-

tic. Captivity had changed elephants: African and Asian zoo elephants

had the reproductive tracts of much older females, their reproductive

viability gone by their mid to late 20s.

The improved nutrition of zoo life meant the females were reaching

sexual maturiry at an earlier age, beginning their thrice-yearly estrous

rycle at age four or five instead of age 10. In the wild, a female would be

pregnant with her first calf not too long after her first estrous and she'd

remain pregnant or nursing most of her life. If she died of old age in her

50s, shed have cycled only a few dozen times. But a captive elephant

rycles more than a dozen times by her 10th birthday. By age 20, she

may have cycled more than a wild elephant would in a lifetime. "By

the time theyre 30, they would have had twice as many cycles as a wild
elephant," Schmitt says. Punch, the Louisville Zoot Asian elephant,

didnt have a chance to mate until she was in her late 20s, when the

zoo brought in a male Asian, Sabu. They got along famously. They did

everything together, pushing and shoving each other in play. But Sabu

never bred her. Punch had quit cycling.

Now, the AZA Species Survival Plan for elephants recommends ear-

lier breeding of both elephant species. Mikki was inseminated at age 20,
just a little past her prime.

AS ,W newborn elephant wobbled around. the barn, Campbell's job was

to uatcb Mikhi's reEonse and heep her calm. She was a lixlzfightened. "But

ue jast stood there with her and she ua: OK with it," he says. She expbred the

baby tentatiuely with her tunh, interested though wary. But within 12 hours,

the infant was nursing, nicked onn the nipplz when keepers squirted a litth of
Milekii milkfom a syringe, and then quickly switched the calf to the nlppb.

'When 
Scotty frst came to nurse,.Mikki would grow uery still, Campbell

says. Before long she learned to moue ber leg out ofthe way so the baby could

get to the nipple more easily "Up to this point, she has been somewltat a

pigish, selfsh ebphant. She jwt hues food," Campbell expkins. But Scotty

transformed her "He wou/d. nurse, and as soon as he's done nursing he just

lays down and goes to sleep. Thqt're jux like babies. Thry almo*fall of the

nipple. He would do that on top of thefood she uat eating and she wouldnl

moue bim."

Zoo director Walscak (left) says a study done that
found an abnormally high mortality risk for
elephants raised in captivity involves only long-term
data. "lnve been in this business 30 years,
and I can't begin to tell you the improvements
tr've seen," he says. "Their data does not reflect
the success of the last 75,20,30 years."

years North American zoos werent motivaced to breed their elephants

because they could always get new elephants from the wild. Ic wasnt until
1978 that the first African elephant was born in a North American zoo.

That animal lived only eight years. In the 21 years bewveen that first birth
and 1999,25 calves were born. Eleven died before their first birthday.

Four more died before the age of 75 . Birthrates have improved since then.

From 2000 to 2008, there were 35 Nrrcan elephant births in zoos. Of
those, 30 percent died. Twenty-four survived.

'lTithout increased reproduction or shipments of animals from the

wild (theret been just one shipment, I 1 elephants in 2003, during the

last 21 years), African elephants could disappear from American zoos,

the authors wrote. But the problems the studyt elephants faced were

significant and systemic. Because female elephants are easier to house

and can live in groups, there were only 35 male elephants in zoos at the

time. Few showed interest in breeding.
"'We just have some male elephants in groups with female elephants

who dont seem to be as interested in sex as we would like them to be,"

says Olson, who is also the official African elephant studbook keeper

for North America. One theory is that the captive males are missing an

important developmental milestone. In the wild, bulls are shoved out of
their natal group as they reach sexual maturicy and spend a number of
years in loosely knit bachelor groups. "M"yb. they need to go through

a period where they interact with other young males, they spar a lot,
they develop their macho attitude," Olson says. There are a number of
plans to develop bachelor herds, including plans for a 350-acre National
Elephant Center in Florida, the joint efFort ofa consortium ofzoos.

Advancements in artificial insemination seemed a godsend for zoos.

It not only eliminated the need for a libidinous mde; it also obviated
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FOf ,ff the aflection Louiwille's keepers have for

Scotry the fact is, survival statistics for zoo-born el-

ephants are discouraging. This December, the jour-

nal Science published a one-page paper comparing

40 years ofdata on the life spans offree-ranging el-

ephants in Africa and those born in European zoos. It
also compared Asian elephants at a Burmese loggrng

camp with zoo Asian elephants. The paper showed

thac zoo-born elephants lived significantly shorter

lives than their wild counterparts. If human-induced

deaths were taken into the equation, wild African el-

ephants lived, on average, 35.9 years.lVhen human-

caused deaths were subtracted, wild elephants lived

an average of56 years. Zoo-born elephants lived 16.9

years. Asian zoo-born elephants lived 18.9 years,

compared rc 47.7 years in the logging camp living
with lots of companions and some roaming freedom.
\W/hile some zoo representatives say the paper doesnt

matter because it fails to include North American

zoos, Roy points out that a paper published in an

AZA journd. n 2004, which excluded infant mor-

tality from its calculations, showed that elephants

in European zoos actually live about six years longer

than those in North American zoos.

The Louisville Zoot \Walczak says that while the

paper correctly refects the long-term history of el-

ephant survival, it Ails to account for the ever-im-

proving conditions for captive elephants. "Ive been

in this business 30 years, and I cant begin to tell you

the improvements I've seen. Their data does not re-

fect the success of the Iasr 75, 20,30 years," he says.

But while the authors of the Science paper noted im-

proved survivorship among African zoo elephants,

their data determined that, in general, zoo elephants

in 2005 had 2.8 times the mortality risk of elephants

in wild populations.

Scotryt abundant health makes it difficult to
believe he's vulnerable. He races around most days,

not worrying about Mom, while Mikki keeps a vig-

ilant eye on him. "You can hear her purr and make

little squealT noise for him," Campbell says. It will
be years before Scotty is too big for the elephant

barn. Campbell can still take him for long walks

and let him get into other mischief. "They actually

let us take care of these elephants and put in the

time and effort," he says. "If I went back (to the zoo

director) and told him, 'I'm gonna take the baby

down to the construction site (where a new polar

bear exhibit is being built) after everybody leaves

and let him play in the dirt when nobody's around,'

he wouldnt blink." Has he ever actually let Scotry

play on the construction site after hours? "I'm not
saying," Campbell says.

Thatt what really matters for a zoo bringing up

Scotry, 
'Walczak 

says. "It's not just about the space.

It's what you do with the space, how enriching you

make it, how engaging you make the space, how the

staff interacts."

This certainly seems like enough for Scotry right
now, as he capers around the elephant yard. tWhether

it will be enough when he's at his full strength and

might is a discussion that may go on for years. I
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